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ABSTRACT 
lhe two types ot apertdire modulation techniques useful to X-ray imaging are reviewed. The 
use of optimum coded temporal aperture modulation is shown, in certain cases, to offer an 
eowantage over a spatial aperture modulator. Example applications of a diffuse anisotropic 
X-ray background experiment and a mde field of wew hard X-ray imager are discussed 
In aH hews of astronomy imaging satishes the prime need for oo11rce locations and structure. In X-ray 
astronomy imaging also prondes a freedom from source confusron and an answer to the question of ''which 
part ot the detected flux is source and whleh part is detector background?". The latter requiiement is 
partw*llarly relewd at photon energtes greater than 10 Kev. the regime of *%ad X-ray" astronomy. 
Unfortunately at energtes above 10 KeV R is not efftuent to use reflecting opttcs for imaging and some other 
method is necessary. The means to produce images at energtes greater than 10 KeV appear to be limited to 
aperture moduletior. or scanning methods Aperture modulabn is the encoding of the photons inadent on a 
detector such that thetr angular dependence can be recovered. This method has a mumplex ahntage over 
more dasstcal scanning methods (Fellget 1958) and is thus to be preferred 
There are two bascc types ot aperture modulation. spattal and temporal aperture modulatmn. Spatial 
aperlure modulation is a statcc .nethod pronding time independent imaging and is epnomized by Dlcke's 
random pnb le  camera (Dldce 1968). whilst temporal aperture modulation is a dynamic method and is 
epdomned by Mertz's mack interferometer (Mertz 1966) which is more generally known as the rotatton 
moduletlon collimator of X-ray astronomy (Oda.1965; Schnopper.1968). The bauc pnnclples of the two methods 
are illustrated in F I ~  1. The spatial aperture modulator casts an X-ray shadowgram onto the posltion sensitwe 
detector and hence requires N detector elements to detect N mash elements whilst each element of the 
temporal aperture modulator detects the fuil N elements of the modulator. atbelt in a hnite time. This basic 
h e  to produce an image is the image cycle time dehnad as the time It takes the complete N aperture 
elements to traverse the detector element. For both methods the reconstruction ot the source direction can be 
achteved by back-projection ot the count rate modulation through the mask onto the sky. Both methods have 
been improved by the use ot optimum coded apertures based on Cyclic Difference Sets (Gunson and 
hlychronopulos.1976) or one of their less generalized subsets such as PN codes. Hadamard codes or Uniform 
redundsnt arrays (Hsrwrt 6 Sloane.1979, Fentmore 8 Cennon.1978). The optimum encoding allows the unrquo 
decoding ot cornplcatfd point and extended source held& Optimum coded spatrl aperture modulation has been 
used in X-ray astronomy to image the galactic center between 2 and 10 KeV (Proctor.Sbnner and 
Willmore.1978) whilst optimum tempore! aperture nwtulatmn has been usmi in numerous lntra-red spectroscopy 
and imagtng appleattons (HsFmt and Sloane,l~;s) 
The tuture of spatial aperture modulation WIVI Its tune independent imaging haa been recognized by 
many peaple. An optimum coded telescope to image dusters of galaxies to 3' in the energy range 2 to 25 KeV 
has been buill by the Unwerslty of Birmingham and is scheduled to fly on Spacelab 9 (Skinner.1980). Wide held 
01 new spatlal aperture modulatmn cameras have been proposed tor the European XBO and Japanese ASTRO B 
missmns to mondor large fractions of the sky tor transient sources. At extreme separations between the coded 
aperture and the detector, the spatial aperture modulation techntque allows the possibility of very good angular 
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resolution (Hudson and Lin.1978) The PmholelOcculter Factllty Science Worlung grcup has incorporated this 
feature into a strawman model tor a spatially coded aperture modulation telescope for providing 20 arc second 
images of the sun combined mth a Fourier Transtorm telescope to provide marc second images over a smaller 
held of view (Hudson et a1.1980). The concept is shown IF F I ~  2 
When constant or slowly varylng X-ray sources are of interest then the technque of temporal aperture 
modulatm can be used. It otters the unique feature that one detector element can produce an image of many 
elements of sky Thus a high resolution. wide held of view camera can be built. A spatial aperture modulation 
system cannot provlde this option because it is constrained to have N detector elements to image N sky 
elements, thus n only prowdes options of high resolution.narrow held of wew or poor resolution. mde field of 
mew A high resolution camera normally involves the difhcult problem of attitude solution but a high resolution 
wtde held of view camera can see the brlghter X-ray sources and generate Its own internally conslstent 
attitude solutions One potential disadvantage appears to be that vanable background and source components 
create image baclqround fluctuations Provlded the time to complete one image cycle of the dyname mask is 
less than one minute a temporal modulator mll experience no difficulty from normal cosme ray background 
variations in near earth orbd. A variable source in the held of new adds a component to the image only of 
amplitude bI/d2/N where bl is the amp!itude change and N is the number of mask elements. Additionally 
varisble sources will have a period uncorrelated wdh the image cycle period hence over M image cyde perlods 
the rewiual image ~uctuatws WIN be unoMrebted and introduce a further I / @  reductton in thetr rebtive 
amplitude. Two example instruments. DAXBE and FOXI. mll be discussed to illustrate that the features of 
temporal aperture modulation urn be applied to X-ray astronomy. 
4. THE DIFFUSE ANISOTROPK: X-RAY BACKGRWND EXPERMEKT ( OAXBE 1. 
0 
Most COSCIIIC rsdiatlons are thought to have "dlttuse" background components. The mmwave 27 K 
background and neutnno background are believed to be truly dlftuse and date from the ' B g  Bang" of current 
cosmology whilst the X-ray background is believed to orginate from discrete sources since the epoch of galaxy 
formation !.e. at redshtfts of z t 3 .  Very !ittle is as yet known about a grawtatmnal radiation background. There 
may be a difference in the anisotropes of the microwave and neutrino backgrounds which are eftectlvely at 
redshifts of zm1OOO as compared to the locally produced X-ray background at r<3  Wolfe.19~ Fabian & 
Wamdrl97% Rees,1380). Unfortunately the neutnno background has not as yet been cbserved but mtcroww 
observations from balloons have determined a 24 hour anisotropy in the approximate direction of our local 
supsrcluster (Conklin.1969; Smoot et a1..19TI, Cheng et a1,1979) Assuming the dipole effect is totally due to the 
moton of the sun and not intrinstc to the 27 K background then the effect is equivalent to an infall of our 
gelaxy towards the local supercluster at a veloclty of 401fl9 kmslsec (Cheng et SI-1980). Recent studies on 
me redshlfts of 300 sptral galaxies gwe a net solar motion mth 'aspect to nearby galaxiea ((30 Mpc) of 
comparable velocity but of mdely different direction from the Ip*tlon wtth respect to the 27 K background 
(Rubtn et aL.1976; de Vaucouleurs et al ,1981). The 24 hour Afuse anisotropy has been measured in the range 
2-10 KeV by the HEAO-1 A2  experiment to be 0.005f0.0009 of the dlftuse flux (Boldt.1981). The pole of the 
distributlon lies at the same position IS the mwowave, at approximately the posttion of the local supercluster. 
However Boldt also shows that this anisotropy may not be inconsistent m h  a reasonable luminosity of X-ray 
sources in the local supercluster, It may be possible to test this hypothesis if the anisotropy can be detected 
Mhout using the data from the local supercluster. The sduation is made more interesting by the discovery of 
an inhomogenedy in the universe whicl: IS larger than the local supercluster. An apparent dehctt in the number 
of optical galaxles exists in the constellation of Bootes. It is interpreted as a void of size 10 
&stance of maOO Mpc mth 6MIM-1 (Kirshner.Oemler,Schecter and Shectman.1981L It is calcvlated by Kirshner 
et al. that such an inhomogeneity will gwe an approximately 150 Kmlsec perturbation to our galaxy's velocity 
relahve to distant galaxies (t-ll 
In the near Mure the Cosmic Background Explorer mll make very detailed microwave 6 far infrared 
observations of the cosmological background radmtion to prowde the large wale picture of our galaxy's peculiar 
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velocity whilst surveys or ine redshifts of nearby galaxie- will provide the local picture of our galmy's pcrcultor 
wlouty. Better X-ray data are needed to complement a& complete these studies by providing the intermediate 
plcture and allow the local and cosmological e h t s  to be separated. 
HOW WELL CAN WE MEASURE ruE X-RAY ANISOTROPY? 
0 The baw 27 K 24 hour eftect has an amplitude of 0.0013 of the diWuae beckground. In X-rays the 
Compton-Getting effect (Compton 6 Getting.193SI. magnihes the amplitude to Qoo6 of the diffuse background. 
Hence our detection sensitivity must be at least 0.001 in order to obtain a 5 stgma detection. The mensurement 
of the anisotropy to an accu*scy of at least 0.001 requires an approach tree of systematic problems. T h e  
requirement is eft8ctively '.I map the shy with suthcient accuracy to exclude known X-ray sources. The 
conventional method involves the scanning of an asymmetric detector in the local anisotropic raemtion held 
which cspeccalty at energies > 20 KeV produces a variable background problem. The use of wde held. optimum 
coded temporal aperture modulation allows the use of a symmetrical detector and gives a much greater s8gnal 
to noise ratm such that the local background becomes negltgible The problem of experimental systematic 
eHects should be greatly reducea and because only a single detector element is needed tor imaging the 
experiment is very simple to build and operate. 
An enample of how such an instrument could Be operated is shown in F I ~  3 The hgure shows no 
superstructure but only the splnning detectors and coded mash The detectors are simple detectors ot either 
gas counter or scintillating type optimised for a symmetric response. No position sensitivity is required. The 
detectors are constrained by the superstructure to see the ditluse bachground only through the coded aperture. 
low level leskage through the superstructure is not critical as only photons coded by the mask are "imaged". 
The spinning subsatellite receives an optimally modulated count rate from which an image of the fluctuations in 
a strip of the shy is made Taking the dimensions of Table 1, the statistical sensitivity of OAXBE in one month 
is given in Fig 4 in terms of a one sigma sensitivity as a fraction of the diffuse background flux. The sensitivity 
is per image elemetit If the sensitivity to a 24 hour component of the background is  required then this may 
hr? considered as the comparison between two hemispheres of shy. Thus the sensitiwty is obtained by dividing 
by &I14 where 0 1s the number of source tree image elements used in the analysis. The tundamental 
Iimrtstion on the precision that can be obtained tor the anisotropy is from the fluctuation in the indiwdual 
!rnage element intensities due to source9 lust below the detection threshold. For the example instrument 
outlined here h g  with 43 elements) the limit is  dlll~O.304 per image element (Wamck,Pye 6 Fabian.1980). 
This translates into a 24 hour anisotropy detection of 0005f0.0006 ot the diftuse bachgrobnd. This is much 
worse than the 5-60 KeV statistical limits from one month of observation, e.g. for 5-15 KeV its f0.00015 ( f 1 2  
k m s l s e c )  The statistical limit can be reached if external information on the number of bright extragalactic 
sources per image element is  known because it is mainly the sources rust below the detection threshold (-1 
UFlJ for DAXBE) which cause the fluctuations. This information should be forthcoming trom optical surveys and 
ROSAT (the German X-ray shy survey satellite) The presence ot high latitude galacttc components 0 1 0  times 
the 2-10 KeV anisotropy) complicates the analysis still turther But these components tall more rapidly wrth 
energy than the diftuse X-ray flux (Iwan et ak.1981) Hence more reliable measurements wll be obtained it 
energies greater than 20 KeV are used where the galactic components are smaller. It is noted that any 
incomplete galactc component subtraction leaves a 12 hour component and hence the minimisation of the 
galactic component gives more confidence in any detected 12 hour component Such components are expected 
horn the shear on the X-ray background produced By large mass inhomogeneities (Fabian i Warmch.1979). 
5. FtRR/S-WHE€l ORWING X-RAY /MACER FOX! ) 
The study ot the energy generation mechanisms in actwe galactic nuclei (AGN's) is complicated by the 
nee4 to monitor the variability of their total energy output with time (Lightman, these proceedings). Prewous 
observations have shown that the majority of the power emitted by many Seyfert galaxies. some QSO's and 
Centaurus A lies in the high energy X-ray range The typical variability observed tor AGN's is of order 1 day 
w i h  the record for the fastest time of variation of 7'100 seconds held By NGC 6814 (Tennant et a1.1981). The 
problem then is  to monitor as many AGN's as possible for variability on time scales of minutes to years ovw 
I 
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as wide a photon energy range as possible. A possible method uses a Ferris-wheel Orbiting X-ray Imager 
(FOXI) imaging a strip of the sky every 3-4 secs (an eighth of the rotation period). The concept is shown in Fig 
S. F@XI is similar to OAXBE in principle but the dimensions are enormously inflated to 50 meters diameter. The 
use ot a flexible jointed mask which unturls in orbit after a Space Shuttle launch, allows such a rotating 
canhguration to be attained. The rotating mask modulates a large sold angle of sky in its rotation thus 
provlding the large held of view neccessary for a survey instrument To obtain good angular resolution the 
central detector must be one dimensionally position sensitwe in its azimuthal direction a 0  be fixed wth 
respect to the stars i.e. non co-rotating. The parameters of a system composed of 100 cm long, lcm wde stnp 
detectors imaging 4% of the sky to 3' x 140' over a photon energy range of 3-500 Kef' are given in Table 2 
The instrument would be constrained to image perpendicular to the ecliptic in order to limit differential hmtmg 
of the mask This constraint means a complete sky survey would occur every 6 months The time spent on any 
one source in this time would be 4 days The minimum detectable source fluxes are given in Table 3. These 
minimum fluxes combined wth the linear relationship between X-ray and M optical luminosity (Zamorani et 
al.1981) suggest that the sensitmty is such that 0's of the mean or greagr L I L  ratio will be detected 
down to M =+15 at 80-120 KeV and down to M =+17 between 3 and 20 KeV. It 13" n a  that the large scatter 
in the ratio of L /l 
curve of Bracedi ?al.~(r9Kl~ shows that we would expect > 50 Q W s  to be detected in the 80-120 KeV 
energy band ad, $1000 to 9 detected 3-20 KeV. All, -in 100 Mpc (-500) would be detected if 
bnghter than 10 ergasec and those above a10 ergacm would be detected at 80-120 KeV. 
FOXl was c~ncmved as a free fwng satehte but mth the advent of long duration manned space 
stabocls the workrng ennronment should include spm induced "gravity". Such large spnning structures could 
eastly indudh a coded mask and central detector to perform FOX1 type X-ray imaging. bmilarty in a future 
which included O'Neill space colonies a FOX1 type imager could be added to the very large m l k m  diameter 
structures ! 
8 0 
B means that some O W s  of M > +15 or > +17 mH be detected. The Log N ve~fsus M B 
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Genctd System 
Mode 
Spn permi 
Image cycle time 
Sky coverage 
Data rate 
Area to a 
p n t  source 
Opttons: 
Non-rotatmg 
SeomentH 
deteIctof 
TABLE 1 
Paramelers lor DAXBE 
VALUE 
2-4 week free flyer 
"5 seconds 
Same as sptn period. 
40% per rotahon 
COMMENTS 
-Recoverable 7 
Internal from brlght sources. 
0.- diameter 
Graded Z Tungsten 
15-43 element optimum c d ~ n g  -Tradeoff 
za0-aox lao 
5oanxzoWn dlemeter 
xenon andlor phasmch 
5-10 KeV to 200 KeV. 
1x20 Steradisnt 
2x15 st edlam 
3X5ooUn T 
Allows detectm of the whole 
diffuse BG and not lust the 
Huduatms in k 
-3 detectors 
-Allows a tactor 
0.5 tor the mask 
-Tradeoff 
study. 
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General System 
sw P e r d  
sllv -ege 
Itnag@ cycle ttme 
Ma rate 
Attitude 
Solutions 
Chmensconr 
M e t e d  
Pettcrn 
Mask element 
dimensions 
Resolution 
Omensions 
Mask 
4lgubr - 
Oetectors 
Meterlel 
Element size 
of a detector 
"dr Ip" 
t ot detector 
ekments/block 
Energy range 
So(d rngke 
Area to a 
p i n t  source 
fAsLE 2 
Peramders lor FOX/ 
VMU€ 
*30 seconds 
[spn period]/% 3-4 SBCS 
4% per ro ta tm 
<30 K b d W  
Sun potnted and 
X-ray sources 
03cmx100anx5000crn diemeter 
Graded Z Tungstw 
8 times a 1023 dement code 
03cm x 2cm xlOO cm 
3 ' x  lW 
lOOcm x lOOcm diameter 
Xenon gas counter plus 
Phoswich 
lcm wide x 5 cm x lOOcm 
Xenon 3-20 KeV 
Phoswuh 20-500 KeV 
3 x 025 teradians 
3x3500cm 
9 
COMMfNlS 
-1- every 6 months 
-Sources >5 UFU 
seen in one spn  
-3 cyltndrtcai detector 
Mocks. 
-Xenon on the outsnle 
Phosmch inside 
-Xenon and Phoswrch 
systems are 
independent. 
-On the c.:cum- 
terence of a 
CyllndW. 
-Allows a tactor 
05 tor the mash 
TABLE 3 
Foxl MINIMUM DRECTABLE SOURCE FLUXES (6 SIGMA) 
- 2  - 1  -1 
In units ot photonscm sec KeV 
1 minicte 1 hour 4 days 
-5 
5 - 15 KeV 7x 10 I . ~ X I O - ~  15x10  -4 
(2  UFU) (a4 UFU) (urn UFU) 
-5 -5 -6 
80 - 120 KeV 7x10 15x10  15x10  
-7  
200 - 300 KeV W O - ~  8x10 -6 8x10 
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FIGURE 1 
The basic principles of the two methods are shown. The spatiel aperture modulator casts an X-ray 
shadowgram onto the position sensitive detector and hence requires N detector elements to detect N mask 
dements whilst each element of the temporal aperture modulator detects the full N elements of the modulator. 
Both methods provide an N element image of t i e  SIC). 
FIGURE 2 
The layout of a "Pinhole/Occulter Facility" to be deployed from the Space Shuttle. The 50 meter boom 
supports a spetielly encoded aperture mash to give 61 arc second spatial resolution for hard X-rays. For solar 
observations an occulter will also be used to provide a shadow for coronagraphic observations. 
FlGURE 3 
A conceptual Oilfuse Anisotropy X-ray Background Experiment (OAXBE) is shown. The concept is for a 
tree-flying internally powered experiment The sptnning sub-satellite causes the individual detect6rs to see an 
optimum inodulated count rate from separate strips of shy. The total active field of view is -40% of the sky 
per rotation. With precession a 100 % coverage can be obtained in 8 short time. The energy range is detector 
dependent but 5-200 KeV seems easily achievable. 
FIGURE 4 
The one sigma statistical sensitivity per sky  bm of OAXBE in one month ('2x10 seconds) IS shown. It i s  
tbouyht that the effect of source fluctuations and the galactic dtffuse component will not significantly degrade 
the sensrtwly (see Text). 
6 
FIGURE 5. 
4 con# :ptuaI Ferris-wheel Orhting X-ray Imager (FCXI) ts shorn. The concept is  of a free-flying 
satellite which iJnfurlS in orbtt after a Shuttle launch. It is envisaged that t : iP mask would rotate every 20-30 
seconds whilsl the detector remained fixed relative to the stars The mask would consist of a basic 1023 
elernant optmuri code repeated 8 times to give an image cycle time of one eighth of the spin perloc. The 
detec!or coosists of 3 w r i t s  ot 1 meter diameter made up of 1 cm wide gas counter end scintiilator strip 
elenrenls FOX1 will image 4% of the sky every 3-4 seconds with a resolution of 3' x 140' over the photon 
energy range 3-500 KeV 100% shy coverage is obtained every 6 months. Over 2OOO Active Galactic nuclei 
should be detected (see Text). 
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